Abstract. In January 2002 the SIERRA sounding rocket was launched from Alaska into active substorm expansion aurora. Direct measurements of the cold ionospheric population in darkness were made by the Thermal Electron Detector (TED) designed to measure thermal electrons which can carry currents coupling the lower ionosphere and the magnetospheric auroral source. Ambient thermal electrons form the background of the dynamic high latitude ionosphere and also contribute directly to its behavior by modifying the plasma environment for other particle constituents. A second focus area is that any attempt to measure thermal electrons must also be accompanied by a careful study of potentials forming on conducting bodies in a plasma. The TED instrument measurements show that a non-monotonic potential barrier can form in the sheath around the attractively biased detector and prevent access to the core of the thermal electrons. A plasma distribution reconstruction technique enables key measurements of temperature, density, and flow and is presented in a companion paper [MacDonald et al., 2005] . In this paper the TED instrument design and response are discussed along with the current balance conditions which can lead to the formation of a potential barrier.
Introduction
The SIERRA sounding rocket (40.014) was launched on January 14th 2002 from Poker Flat Research Range, Alaska with the goal of investigating the microphysics of nightside active upward and downward auroral current regions. The payload traveled up to 735 km through large regions of inverted V multiple arcs, Alfvenic precipitation, and return currents finally entering the polar cap. The mission consisted of three fully instrumented GPS equipped payloads to resolve the complex spatial and temporal gradients inherent to substorm expansion aurora. Further description of the mission and scientific results can be found in , MacDonald et al. [2004] , and Samara [2005] . The main payload carried the first flight of the University of New Hampshire Thermal Electron Detector (TED). Describing the features and instrument response of this instrument are the main goals of this paper. The primary auroral results for the thermal electron population will be presented in a companion paper [MacDonald et al., 2005] .
Clear observations of low energy, low altitude ambient electron distributions are crucial to addressing several open questions in auroral zone magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. This measurement is extremely difficult because of the combination of the low energies of the targeted electron distribution and the significant spacecraft potential typically induced in the mid-altitude auroral ionosphere environment. As early as the 1960's, Hays and Sharp developed an instrument to measure the coldest electrons in the F region and below [Sharp and Hays, 1974] . However, early measurements lacked sufficient time and energy resolution for determining the distribution of the thermal electrons. Since the 1980's, lack of knowledge of the thermal electron population has been considered a critical gap in understanding both auroral wave-particle interaction mechanisms and how the current was carried in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling [Cattell , 1981] . More recently, models of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling need to know the behavior of the thermal electron population because of its role in the important ion outflow processes which populate the magnetosphere with ionospheric ions [Schunk , 2000] . The thermal electron distribution has never been measured effectively in darkness where the spacecraft potential is a few volts negative. Recent rocket flights have added to our understanding of thermal electrons and ions in the presence of sunlight though few attempts correspond to the same environmental conditions as SIERRA [Adrian, 2002; Pollock et al., 1996; Pollock et al., 1998; Burchill , 2003; Hays and Nagy, 1973; Sharp et al., 1981] .
Even basic thermal electron properties are not wellknown, such as how energetic auroral precipitation and arcs may heat the core of the thermal electrons. Without direct measurements, it cannot be confirmed even that the core population is always Maxwellian, which is expected because thermal electrons in equilibrium are likely to be Maxwellian like the stable atmosphere. Incoherent scatter radar techniques rely on scattering off the bulk Maxwellian thermal electron core to derive thermal properties. However, in some types of aurora, returned radar signals are non-Maxwellian and not interpretable by standard theory [Stromme et al., 2005] . Satellite observations of plasmasphere distributions have shown a higher energy tail and better fit to Kappa distributions [Kletzing et al., 2003] . Since the ionosphere is a source for the plasmasphere, it is reasonable that Kappa distributions may be important to certain ionospheric regions or altitudes.
Characterizing the thermal electron distribution is thus the goal of our direct rocket observations. Successfully measuring the coldest electrons enables a complete measurement of current density through a kinetic approach; by integrating the flux over the full velocity distribution. Instrument design challenges stem from the electrons' low energy, increasing susceptibility to spacecraft charging and limiting detection geometries due to small gyroradii considerations. A conductive spacecraft skin normally charges a few volts negative in the dark ionosphere because of the faster electron thermal velocity compared to ions and the need to maintain current balance to the body. Thermal electrons whose energy is less than the spacecraft potential relative to the plasma potential are therefore repelled from reaching the detector. Thus an attractive potential is needed to overcome this repulsion. The instrument must also be small in area compared to the spacecraft to allow for current balance so that if the thermal analyzer is biased positive the main payload is not driven further negative. Small variations in work function can also cause unwanted deflections and must be minimized. As a result of these sensitivities towards charging effects, accurate knowledge or control of the sensor-plasma or main spacecraft-plasma potential is imperative.
This paper presents the first results from the UNH Thermal Electron Detector (TED) flown in darkness onboard the auroral sounding rocket SIERRA. A brief summary of the motivation for and difficulties in measuring thermal electrons is presented. Next a detailed mechanical description and analysis of the instrument response for this new instrument is given. Results indicate that despite problems with a potential barrier the TED was capable of measuring thermal electron flux, temperature, density, and flow [MacDonald et al., 2005] . The charging of an auroral rocket in darkness can be inferred and compared to other measurements and models. This new technique represents an important foundation for future space plasma instrumentation.
TED Design
The primary design concerns have been taken into account with the UNH TED design shown in Figure 1 . A collimated entrance is followed by an electrostatic analyzer that selects particles from 0.08 -6.0 eV (in the detector frame of reference) as an internal voltage sweep is applied. The outer surface, electrically isolated from the rest of the payload, has a variable "smart" skin bias to always attract the core of the thermal electron distribution. A skin bias feedback loop seeks to apply sufficient potential to overcome the negative spacecraft potential but not so much that the thermal peak becomes unresolvable in energy due to the wide spacing between higher energy steps. Figure 1 shows representative ray tracing paths for different energy electrons. Also shown is the annular shaped anode that follows the curvature of the electron paths due to their gyroradius and pitch angle. This design optimizes energy resolution and geometric factor over the full range of desired energies and look angles while avoiding gyroradius cutoff effects. The aperture area is ∼1 mm 2 . In the flight version, the collimator region is more hollowed out than shown to minimize bounce paths. The secondary electron trap is a series of grids to stop higher energy particles from bouncing into the exit slits.
The TED sensor head (or biased area) is small (∼0.02 m 2 total surface area) and electrically and physically isolated from the spacecraft Debye sheath (nominally ∼ 1 -6 cm) on a 1 meter boom. Two instruments (called TED 1 and TED 2) mount back-to-back and thus measure 180
• apart simultaneously. In flight, as the payload spins around an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field (cartwheel configuration), all pitch angles are sampled. This orientation is important for determining field-aligned current flow.
Both the inner and outer surfaces of the TED and ∼15 cm of the 3 cm diameter boom were coated with Aerodag which is an aerosol colloidal conducting graphite material used here to ensure a uniform work function. A 0.6 cm Delrin ring isolated the biased region from the Aluminum boom. The energy selection voltage was a 64 step exponentially spaced sweep applied to the top analyzer plate. The sweep values were chosen so that the potential difference between the plate and the skin would be between 0.08 -6 V regardless of the skin bias value. Thus, the energy selection sweep is offset by the skin bias, with the center conductor of the coaxial cable from the spacecraft body down the boom to the detector tied to the analyzer plate and the outer shield tied to the skin. The top analyzer plate always applied a negative voltage to push the electrons towards the anode.
The skin bias varies one step per energy sweep in linear increments between 0 -4 V. After each sweep, an active feedback control loop notes the energy step of the peak in the TED 1 count rate and adjusts the skin bias so that the peak of the electron distribution is at an ideal net acceleration of between 0.5 -0.74 V. In this ideal range the spacing between the energy steps is sufficient to resolve small changes in temperature, and the acceleration is large enough to ensure that the whole core of the distribution is observed. The peak count rate had to exceed a threshold of 4 kHz or else the skin bias controller would automatically increase the skin bias to observe the core of the thermal electron distribution.
The intended behavior of the instrument is illustrated by considering the outcome of positive or negative net TED potential, Φnet, with respect to the plasma potential. The term net potential refers to the superposition of the main spacecraft potential, Φ s/c , required for current balance and the positive applied skin bias, VSB , as
( 1) The top panel of Figure 2 illustrates this concept of the superposition of potentials. In the plasma frame, a Maxwellian distribution can be represented as a straight line when plotting the logarithm of the distribution function f, versus energy ( Figure 2 , Panel B). If the net potential is positive, the full distribution will be accelerated into the detector and be detected beginning at energy eΦnet (Panel C). If the net potential is negative with respect to the plasma potential, there will be part of the core which cannot reach the detector and only the tail of the core distribution is measurable (Panel D). Thus, zero energy particles in the detector frame correspond to plasma frame particles with energy just sufficient to reach the sensor despite the repulsive float potential. The configuration of Panel D is typical for rockets in the mid-altitude night-time auroral zone, resulting in measurement of the tail of the thermal electron distribution, and the TED is designed to operate according to the configuration of Panel C with Φnet positive. This negates the natural negative charging of the spacecraft and creates a small positive charge to draw in the thermal electron population. The skin bias algorithm has an ideal positive acceleration of ∼0.5 V which allows measurement of the core of the cold population shifted to a minimum energy of 0.5 eV. The peak energy as seen by the TED should be less than the applied skin bias. From this measure of the distribution we can calculate the temperature, density, and current carried by the thermal electrons with optimal resolution.
The instrument underwent basic testing in the laboratory vacuum chamber with a bare filament. This verified performance at all pitch angles and low energies though the filament output and plasma performance were not quantifiable. The geometric factor was estimated via calculating the solid angle area acceptance range of an incoming electron and ray tracing modeling. The average value determined was 3x10 −5 srcm 2 eV /eV.
Interpretation of Instrument Response
This section presents the flight TED data in detail, with a focus on understanding the instrument response. The basic observations and resulting unanticipated behavior are described. In flight, the TED operation indicates the presence of a potential barrier between the TED sensor and the plasma despite the attractive skin bias potential. The rest of the section discusses the formation of the potential barrier and its relation to spacecraft charging, by considering current balance and potential structure from different perspectives, increasing in complexity. These analyses are specific to the SIERRA TED measurement where the positive biasing and low magnitude of spacecraft charging complicates the general problem by requiring high precision in solving for potentials of less than one volt. Simple analytic current balance, simple numerical current balance, and particle-incell (PIC) simulation are considered successively.
Actual TED Operation
Minimally processed TED 1 data are shown in Figure 3 . The raw count rate (proportional to differential energy flux) is displayed as a function of energy step and time from launch. The white line on the spectrogram shows the applied skin bias (relative to spacecraft ground) mapped into the logarithmic energy step scale. The TED 2 data are very similar, with the only significant differences coming at the initial turn-on and at times greater than 700 seconds. Generally, the same analysis applies to TED 2 as TED 1.
The skin bias was initially set to 4 V. Figure 3 shows the data from all pitch angles. Pitch angle dependence is seen only obviously in enhanced field aligned "stripes" which begin around 300 seconds. This 0
• precipitation is coincident with field aligned secondary electron bursts seen at the lowest energies of the auroral electron detector data and is not believed to be an effect of the ambient electron distribution.
Evident in the raw data are several unexpected and interrelated features which must be incorporated into our evaluation of the instrument response. (1) First, while the data clearly show a characteristic peak, its location resides at eVSB rather than our expectation that it should reside at eΦnet because of spacecraft charging. We interpret this as indicating that the core population has not reached the detector. (2) This also indicates a problem with the feedback loop. The skin bias feedback control should have tried to move any absolute peak to an energy between steps 31 and 36 (shown as dashed green lines in Figure 3 ). However the skin bias could not lock onto an ideal value and instead seemed to wander, generally between 0 and 1.5 V. We interpret the lack of feedback lock as the result of the very low overall count rate, which meant that the "smart" skin bias algorithm was unable to consistently recognize a real peak. The skin bias increased when no peak was found and generally decreased when a peak was found. (3) When the skin bias did change, it did not seem able to affect the position of the peak correctly. It was supposed to move the peak into the ideal range. Instead, the peak just traces the skin bias. These primary inconsistencies with our picture of "ideal operation" will be explained below. Other problems include a reduction in sensitivity of TED 2 as compared to TED 1 on the downleg of the rocket trajectory, at greater than 700 seconds (not shown). This will be the subject of future work and does not affect the results reported here.
Justification of the Potential Barrier
The principal unanticipated behavior is that the energy cutoff of the electron spectra matches the regulated skin bias voltage. In ideal operation, the cutoff should be at eΦnet , as discussed previously. For the cutoff to be at eΦSB either the spacecraft potential equals 0 or else a potential barrier prevents thermal core access to the detector. The former case is extremely unlikely, so we focus on the latter.
Feature (1) would seem to suggest that the thermals are always accelerated into the detector by the full applied skin bias. However, incorrectly interpreting the peak seen as the full thermal core accelerated by the skin bias gives a calculation of the thermal density over three orders of magnitude too small. Thus it is inferred that a significant fraction of the core population does not reach the TED sensor. Therefore, the electrons seen at the peak of the measured spectra must not correspond to zero energy in the plasma frame. Zero to low energy plasma frame electrons are apparently rejected from the TED sensing area.
Assuming that a potential barrier prevents access of the lowest energy electron population to the TED aperture, the TED observations correspond to the part of the thermal distribution which can pass through the barrier. The keys to this framework are the raw data observations which imply that the superposition of potentials did not occur. In the ideal operation description, the potential superposition means that the skin bias would have attempted to compensate for the spacecraft potential. Then the sum of those potentials, Φnet , would dictate the energy step where counts from zero energy plasma frame particles would appear in the instrument frame. Instead we see that the counts begin right at the skin bias energy.
The potential barrier shown in Figure 4 , Panel A is invoked to explain this anomalous response. This form differs greatly from the expected monotonic potential where the spacecraft charging potential and the skin bias voltage would superpose to create an attractive potential above plasma ground. As the particles travel towards the detector, the full distribution (Panel B) is "cut off" by the potential barrier (Panel C). Then the skin bias acceleration is encountered (Panel D) and the remaining tail is accelerated by the skin bias into the detector. Thus in the instrument frame the tail of the distribution appears (Panel D), beginning at the energy of the skin bias. Since only the tail of the distribution is observed, the count rate is significantly lower than for the full core. In fact because the skin bias is applied relative to the spacecraft ground, the barrier magnitude is clearly equivalent to the spacecraft potential. The potential barrier still shifts the distribution around by the same net amount of VSB + Φ s/c but this theory explains why the lowest energy portion of the distribution is rejected.
In order to accurately reconstruct the original distribution it will be necessary to know the magnitude of the barrier [MacDonald et al., 2005] . To do this, we will need to quantitatively measure the true spacecraft potential, which is equivalent to the barrier. Next, the question of the formation of the potential distribution around a floating object will be addressed.
Structure of Φ( r)
All solutions of the potential shape near conducting objects in a plasma must obey several equations [Jursa, 1985] . First is the current balance equation:
where Ie are all contributions to electron current, Ii are all contributions to ion current, and It is total current flowing to the object. For an isolated spacecraft without active control, It should be 0. The primary sources of current include ambient cold ionospheric electrons and ions, precipitating auroral particles, and emitted photoelectrons and secondary, backscattered, and reflected electrons from the spacecraft surface. The currents to the surface are functions of the spacecraft potential, and the spacecraft potential will float to where the sum of the currents equals zero and balance is achieved. Next, Poisson's equation shows the shape of the potential in the disturbed region around the charged spacecraft subject to the local charge distributions:
where ns is the surface emitted electron density, ne is the electron density, and ni is the ion density. Lastly the Vlasov equation:
describes the evolution of the distribution function in the presence of the potential as a function of space, and vice versa. Without advantageous symmetry this set of equations cannot be solved analytically in three spatial dimensions. For analytic solutions it is common to apply different approximations depending on the size of the Debye length, λ d , relative to the object dimensions. For r > λ d , a "thin sheath", space charge within the sheath must be considered. For r < λ d , a "thick sheath", the particle trajectories within the sheath are important. For our case the spacecraft dimension is generally larger than the nominally few centimeter λ d , so the thin sheath approximation can be applied to the spacecraft potential. However, the TED object radius RTED is usually similar in size or smaller than λ d so both trajectory and space charge effects can be important around the sensor head. Increasingly complex techniques for solving the Φ(r) equations are the focus of the next section. Some are too simplistic to explain the observed potential barrier but are useful for the details of the potential structure around the spacecraft. Non-monotonic potential sheaths are shown to be quite possible and a reasonable explanation for the observations. In our special case, the formation of the barrier is dictated by the applied potential, secondary emission characteristics, and the night-time current balance requirements. First, the general case of a floating object is considered, followed by the barrier formation around a biased probe.
Analytic Current Balance Solution for Φ f
The simplest case considers only thermal ion and electron flux for current balance in Equation 2. In darkness, these are generally the primary contributions. Assuming an ideal spherical probe that remains slightly negative in a Maxwellian plasma the electron and ion currents at the probe are given by Fahleson [1967] as
where r is the probe radius, and Φ f is the float potential of the surface. These equations illustrate that the thermal electron current is proportional to density and is reduced by an exponential near the surface. The thermal ion current, also proportional to density, is approximated considering the current drawn to the object in the limit of a thin sheath. These relations solve Poisson's equation for spherical symmetry and yield a monotonic shape for the potential structure around the object. Assuming a thin sheath (r > λ d ), Equations 2 -6 can give the potential at the surface of the body as
As long as It = 0, which is true for a spacecraft without active control or Langmuir probes, no dependence on ambient density is needed.
For the simplest case where no current flows and temperatures are isothermal we see that Φ f = (−kT /e) * ln( mi/me). The mass ratio depends on altitude; above 600 km, the ionosphere is mostly H + whereas below 600 km O + dominates. Therefore as a spacecraft moves up in altitude, Φ f can vary from -5.18 kTe to -4.9 kTe . With Ti/Te values more typical of the ionosphere (from the International Reference Ionosphere, Bilitza [2003] ), Φ f varies from -5.25 kTe to -5.04 kTe as altitude is increased. The addition of an ion ram term which can exceed the ion thermal flux at low altitudes makes the value less negative. This simplistic derivation should hold best for the SIERRA electric field spheres and roughly represents their floating potential. This derivation is less useful for the biased TED because monotonic potentials are built into its solution because of the assumption of an exponential shape for Φ(r) . This simple derivation also does not consider the other sources of current, such as auroral precipitation, and various types of secondary emission, backscatter, photoelectrons, etc.
Numerical Current Balance Solution for Φ s/c
Next we consider numerically the relative currents drawn by the biased TED surface and main payload. Though the current balance analysis program utilized is rudimentary, it illustrates the way changes to the environment affect the floating potential of the TED-spacecraft body system. As in the previous section we assume an exponential shape for Φ(r) . We applied the equation for limiting current balance drawn by different sections of the spacecraft to a numerical program in order to estimate the natural float potential for a surface of this size with applied biases over fractions of the surface. To solve the equations and find the potential which balances currents, it is necessary to estimate the TED surface area relative to the main payload. It is surprisingly difficult to estimate the total surface area of a spacecraft like SIERRA with exposed decks and irregular shapes. This estimate for the ratio of the TED instrument biased area to the SIERRA spacecraft varies between 1/40 and 1/200. The program shows that if the TED was closer to the larger estimate an increasing skin bias only decreases the spacecraft potential more, thus the probe loses its electrostatic leverage on the spacecraft. The effect of this problem is unlikely to cause a barrier signature. If the spacecraft potential is just driven more negative we would expect to see just the retarded energies. Clearly this is inconsistent with our signature of no counts below the skin bias energy. For typical SIERRA density, temperature, skin bias, and flux values a spacecraft potential of -2.5 V to -1.2 V was predicted throughout the flight. Without an applied skin bias, the spacecraft potential would be -2.3 V to -0.9 V (at an area ratio of 1:40). The effect of skin bias appears slight and the program shows the spacecraft potential strongly depends on the electron temperature. This model is too simplistic to explain the barrier.
PIC Code Solution for Φ(r)
Calculating the float potential of conducting surfaces by relaxing the potential from the boundaries yields Laplacian solutions which cannot form potential barriers. To improve upon the traditional Debye shielding picture the actual charge distributions in the volume near the spacecraft surface and the fields they produce are considered selfconsistently with a particle tracing approach. For the TED case there are several compelling difficulties: the gyroradii and Debye lengths are the same order as the probe size, and a positive bias is only applied to a small irregularly shaped piece of the payload-probe system. For these reasons, a particle-in-cell (PIC) code was considered [Lapenta, 1999; Delzanno et al., 2004] . The spherically symmetric 1d3v PIC code has many benefits but is still computationally limited. Delzanno (2004) showed that non-monotonic potentials can develop on micrometeoroid dust, a problem with some similarities. Usually charged negative, the dust can actually charge positive due to the space charge effect of thermionic emission. This modeling adapts to the TED with the key change being that instead of thermionic emission providing a main term to current balance, the secondary emission from the Aerodag TED surface is used. In the model, this secondary emission is driven by the ambient thermal fluxes.
The secondary emission process is defined by the ratio of outgoing to ingoing electrons (δmax) from a material as a function of the incoming energy spectrum, where the emission maximizes at an energy Emax. Experimental values for graphitic carbon are given by Brennison et al. [2001] . Other parameters used for the simulation run are summarized in Table 1 . The PIC simulation considers only thermal electron and ion fluxes and secondary emission of electrons from the object caused by the impact of those fluxes. Because this model actually follows the particles it makes no assumptions that r is much less than or greater than λ d . However, the model is 1-d and does not include the interaction of the TED-spacecraft system. Magnetic fields and also other current sources such as auroral precipitation are not included. For an isolated spherical TED-like object in a similar plasma the simulation shows that a non-monotonic potential can appear. Figure 5 shows the potential as a function of normalized distance for a given applied skin bias. The parameterized quantity is the temperature of the emitted secondary electrons. The potential well is not large, but the relatively easy formation of barriers in the potential sheath around a plasma object is important and at odds with the ingrained traditional view of an exponential Debye sheath. Future plans include adjusting the model parameters to as close to reality as possible and including a higher energy auroral current term. It is expected that the auroral particles driving secondary emission will deepen the depth of the well. Also it should be possible to move to two dimensions, adding the magnetic field and considering the fully coupled TED-rocket body. Since this model does not have all possible current sources it is difficult to say how important the secondary emission is compared to other sources of potential. But it does show that perhaps secondary emission should not be discarded so easily, especially in the dark where the thermal ion flux is limited.
The fundamental result that space charge effects lead to a potential barrier is important and highly applicable to our problem. The PIC code results show that both the Aerodag surface itself and the secondary population are important for current balance. However, there are serious geometric idealizations in the PIC code. Therefore this result dovetails with planned laboratory-based efforts to investigate the barrier formation and surface effects.
Future Work
Future work needed for the TED development includes:
(1) further analysis of the second flight of the TED on the SERSIO spacecraft; (2) continued laboratory testing and PIC modeling of the TED design; and (3) a continuation of the flight program for testing improvements to the TED design.
In 2004, SERSIO was launched from Svalbard, Norway to 780 km in intense pre-storm cusp ion outflow. In addition to the TED, another new instrument, the ERPA, was developed for detecting thermal electrons via an omnidirectional retarding potential current collector. On the TED, the bias sweep and coating were altered to improve performance. SERSIO flew into sunlight whereas SIERRA was into total darkness. Unfortunately SERSIO data were severely limited by mechanical ACS problems which affected instrument deployment and orientation. However, this flight allows a complete comparison between the remotely sensed EISCAT Sondrestrom radar thermal parameters and their in-situ electron and ion counterparts. The performances of the two TEDs can be contrasted with the aim of identifying differences due to changes in internal instrumental parameters versus external environment parameters. Also, the two different thermal electron designs on SERSIO, the TED and the ERPA can be compared.
Next further laboratory testing and modeling efforts are planned at suitable vacuum and plasma laboratories to more fully verify and characterize the TED response. The goal would be to completely characterize the secondary emission, surface cleanliness, barrier formation and TED low energy performance in an ionosphere-like plasma. In preparation for future flights, the TED could be tested in conjunction with an electron emitter or emissive probe system to ensure optimal connection to the plasma.
Further enhancements of the PIC code analysis can be developed. The model is capable of incorporating a 2-d geometry and accurate magnetic field. Modeling the exact shape of the floating spacecraft and small biased boom element and probe would be extremely informative. Also, taking into full account the effect of the magnetic field on the plasma shielding is necessary and rarely done. Evaluating the full self-consistent effect of the auroral electron current and photoelectrons would be especially useful as well and highly applicable to our current data analysis efforts.
Several other ideas are also recommended for the future use of the TED. Chief among these is changing the skin bias selection algorithm. Clearly, the skin bias did not have its intended effect on SIERRA. Preliminary results from SER-SIO show different, but also ineffective, response of the skin bias to the measured spectrum. An algorithm similar to that used on HARP would probably be more effective to get higher flux to the detector [Sharp et al., 1981] . In this method, we would envision the skin bias to sweep through its range while the analyzer is selected at a given energy step. Then at the skin bias which garnered the maximum countrate, an energy sweep would be taken. Though more time-consuming, utilizing this technique should be considered for a TED on a future spacecraft. Another, much simpler approach, would be to use a cycle of preset skin bias values, as with the TECHS instrument on SCIFER [Pollock et al., 1998 ]. Secondly, a current monitor, which would in effect be operating the TED as a modified Langmuir probe would be crucial to understanding how much of the total thermal current the TED drew.
As this is an extremely difficult measurement to make, several iterations of the TED design may be required before all the problems are solved. The breadth of jumping-off points for future work work ensures forward momentum will continue. The sounding rocket program is integral to incubating innovative new instruments such as the TED.
Conclusions
The TED design featured a pinhole electrostatic analyzer designed to detect the flux and energy distribution of the coldest ambient ionospheric electrons. Despite positive biasing the instrument exhibited formation of a potential barrier restricting access to the thermal core. There are several examples of barrier formation in the literature [Whipple, 1976; Zhao et al., 1996; Thiebault et al., 2004; Delzanno et al., 2004] . It is very difficult to apply ideal probe theory or even more sophisticated simulation techniques to solve for the potential structure around a complicated object like the TED and rocket payload. A barrier cannot result from traditional current balance and potential superposition approaches, although these can be useful for predicting the potential of a simpler object like an unbiased spacecraft or electric field spheres. This is useful to tell us what factors control the magnitude of the spacecraft potential and how it changes. We need an estimate of spacecraft potential because we know, based on the electronics of the instrument and the start of counts at the skin bias energy, that the barrier strength equals the spacecraft potential. Estimating the spacecraft potential will be of utmost importance in reconstructing the original distribution via the potential barrier concept.
A potential solution with a barrier requires space charge and a mechanism for maintaining the pileup of space charge. In our case, the positive forced bias and secondary emission in a dark ionosphere enable the barrier formation. To accurately simulate this situation requires a particle-in-cell code, which follows the particles and fields they create in a self-consistent way. However, the PIC code simulation lacks completeness, mostly because it is one dimensional. The PIC code implies the secondary electrons produced off the Aerodag TED surface would be responsible for causing the barrier.
In conclusion, the first measurements of the cold ionospheric population in darkness were made by the UNH Thermal Electron Detector (TED) on-board SIERRA. These particles may carry currents between the topside ionosphere and the magnetosphere and its drifts may trigger wave instabilities. The data can be reconstructed within a framework where the barrier potential equals Φ s/c . Using coincident data from other instruments quantitative information about the thermal plasma temperature, density, and spacecraft potential can be determined and is discussed by MacDonald et al. [2005] . Simulated paths of different energy electrons corresponding to different internal selection voltages are shown as they enter the detector and hit the specially shaped anode. Curvature in the XY projection is due to the electric field between the analyzer plate electrodes while curvature in the XZ plane is due to the Lorentz force. The TED was designed to work at all pitch angles; the 90
• case is illustrated here to show the response for the most extreme magnetic field effects. All dark gray areas are at the skin bias. Table 1 .
